Errata
Advantage Database Server: A Developer’s Guide

An errata is a list of known errors and their corrections associated with a book that has been printed before the errors were found. And although we have taken care to ensure the accuracy of the information in this book, there is always the possibility that we will discover one or more errors after the book has gone to press. Corrections of technical errors are provided here.

We want to thank readers who have submitted corrections and suggestions for the book to us. We greatly appreciate your help and love hearing from you. Contact email: info@JensenDataSystems.com.

Errata

Page 22, four lines up from the bottom of the page:
universal datagram protocol” should be ‘user datagram protocol”

Page 144, in the Note, second sentence:
“First, it is paramount that the existing data dictionary be copied prior to an update…”
“copied” should be “backed up”

Page 319, second line up from the bottom of the page:
‘7/6/2007 04:52:34’ should be ‘07/06/2007 04:52:34’

Page 279, first code listing should be:
EXECUTE PROCEDURE
sp_RestoreDatabase('c:\AdsBook\Backup\DemoDictionary.add',
'', //This data dictionary has a blank password
'c:\AdsBook\Restore\DemoDictionary.add',
'') //No options required for this restore

Page 320, third line:
‘2007/7/6 04:52:34’ should be ‘2007/07/06 04:52:34’

Page 337, third line:
“Contacts integer field” should be “Contact integer field”
Note to Linux Users and NetWare Users

If you are an experienced Linux and/or NetWare user, you will find that we do not give specifics throughout the book on using these versions of ADS. For example, in Linux, file extensions are lower case, whereas our examples and figures show how ADS looks in Windows. It will likely be apparent to you that we worked with beta versions of ADS for the Windows NT/2000/2003 platform while writing this book. For specifics regarding Linux and Netware issues and Advantage, please refer to the ADS help and the Advantage developer zone.
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